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By Elizabeth M." Miller
Asst. News Editor
Organized by members of
Wooster's student environmental
awareness group, Environmental
Concerns of Students (ECOS)
and the Greenhouse program, the
Midwest Regional Student
Environmental Action Coalition
(SEAC) Conference was hosted
at the College of Wooster from
Feb. 27 to 29.
Co-organiz-
ers Shoshana Raskas
'05 and Melissa Reisland '04 esti-
mated attendance to be between
45 and 50 participants represent-
ing Wooster, Antioch University,
Kent State University, Berea
College, Ohio University,
Denison University, Temple
University, and the SEAC
National Office.
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"A lot of the attendees of the
conference said that they had been
to other SEAC conferences and
other environmental conferences
and they said this one was proba-
bly smaller than most of the ones
they had been to ... and they said
they actually really liked that
about it," said Cara Donley '06.
The conference began with
registration on Friday night fol-
lowed by a vegan potluck dinner
organized by members of ECOS
and Greenhouse and funded
through a registration fee for
non-Woost- er students.
Colleen Call '04 organized the
bulk of the meals for the confer-
ence participants, who were
housed in Westminster Church
House. ECOS and Greenhouse
See "SEAC," page 2
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"I'm very pleased it passed,"
said Mark Gooch, a visiting tech-
nical services librarian at the
College and a Wooster resident
who voted on Tuesday. He
600,000
expressed
the opinion
that failure
to pass the
levy would
have been
detrimental
to the
Wooster
"Given
the current
economic
situation in
town, it
would haveFor more elections results and Ohio State Senator and
ii c c ... r;,... r- - r--; ,-- i,..v r hurt Our
of Wooster campus, see page 3.
levy in Wayne County to pass in
Tuesday's election, with levies for
Chippewa, Dalton and Green all
failing to be approved.
Environmentalists
SEAC awareness
chances to
replace
Rubbermaid," he said.
Lorie Stimpert, another
Wooster resident and an employee
of the Florence O. Wilson
It was like a popcorn
popper.
- Cuyahoga Falls resident
Keith Hanselman, on his
wife, Jennifer, giving birth to
sextuplets within one minute
March 5,2004
Fire alarm Levy passes, Kerry wins Ohio
closes iowry
By Sarah E. Core
Associate Editor
On Wed., March 2 at approxi-
mately 9:40 p.m., the fire alarm in
Lowry Student Center went off,
causing an evacuation of the
building and closure of the 24-ho- ur
cyber cafe", the Wired Scot.
According to the Wooster Fire
Department, who responded to the
call, the alarm was due to an elec-
trical wire short circuiting in the
fire alarm paneling box.
"There was a malfunction in the
fire alarm box," said Captain
Rody Walter, who found the
source of the problem. "It creat-
ed a small fire."
The fire alarm paneling box,
which is located in the Electrical
Maintenance Room in Lowry,
controls the fire alarm system in
the building.
Security officer . Roger
Bostancic said that there was no
real fire, but a lot of smoke.
Fireman Bill Whitmore
explained that the short circuiting
"kind of fried" the wires, which
caused the alarms in Lowry to go
off and also caused the smoke.
The electrician was immediate-
ly called to cut the power to the
box, which Walter said was the
only way to stop the alarm.
In Lowry dining hall, blue and
white lights accompanied the fire
alarm, alerting staff to the prob-
lem. However, students and staff
in the basement of Lowry said
they were confused by the noise,
and didn't know what to do until
front desk asked everyone to evac-
uate over the loudspeaker.
"I was was wondering if it was
actually even a fire alarm, because
no one knew what was going on,"
said Becky Shreiver '06, who was
in the Wired Scot at the time.
Margaret Heller '06 who was
also in the Wired Scot, said, "It
was actually so loud we almost
couldn't hear them telling us to
evacuate' the building." Lowry
was reopened at its normal time on
Wednesday morning.
By Justin L. Hart
News Editor
The statewide election Tues.,
March 2 resulted on the local level
in the passage of a levy for the
Wooster City Schools, as well as
in Ohio's nomination of John
Kerry as the Democratic presiden-
tial candidate.
The 6.5-mi- ll school levy, on the
ballot as Issue 11, will allow, the
Wooster City Schools to avoid
descreasing their budget by $2.5
million for the 2005-0- 6 school
year. It passed by a count of 4,538
to 3,722.
The levy will add $199 in annu-
al property taxes to the owner of a
home worth $100,000. Currently,
such a homeowner pays approxi-
mately $1,122 a year. The levy is
expected to bring the district rev-
enue of around $3,867 million.
Wooster City Schools had been
forced to make budget cuts of
$3.6 million for the past school
year after losing a 5-m- ill levy in
November. The district had last
gotten voter's approval for a rev-
enue increase in 1999. The
Wooster levy was the only school
Democratic Primary Election Results
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Bookstore at the College, said that
she voted for the levy because of
"the kids. That's the main reason."
Of the school district, she said,
"Hopefully they'll spend the
money wisely."
Despite the levy's passage, the
school district will still have to cut
$3.5 million from the coming
school year's budget.
The cuts are planned to include
the closing of one of the elemen-
tary schools, the loss of about 82
jobs, reductions in busing and the
requirement for students to pay
fees to participate in extracurricu-
lar activities.
School officials have thanked
volunteers from the College of
Wooster for helping to spread the
word about the levy's importance.
The College volunteers joined
others from Wooster High School
and elsewhere in the community.
Meanwhile, Massachusetts' Sen.
See "Election," page 2
Scots take NCAC title
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Rodney Mitchell '04 hustles down the court during last
Saturday's game against Wittenberg. For more on men's bas-
ketball, see page 11 (Photo courtesy OPI).
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Area activists come
SEAC
continued from p. 1
members assisted in the prepara-
tion, set-u- p, and clean-u- p of meals.
Workshops were held in Morgan
Hall throughout the day on
Saturday and on Sunday morning.
Most of the workshops, focused
around the conference's theme:
"Think Globally, Act Locally:
Sustainability in the Community."
Three workshops were held
simultaneously with speakers from
the College and across the nation
including representatives from the
SEAC National Office,
Envirocitizen, Jason Twin Oaks
Intentional Community,
Appalachian Voices and People for
the Ethical Treatment of Animals.
Wooster alumna Emily Todd
'03 was among the speakers.
Todd, who . majored in
International Relations, spoke
about ways in which students
involved in social activism can
make careers out of their passions.
"If you're angry with the struc-
tures in society, you're angry
because they are ever-present- ,"
said Todd. She offered informa-
tion to students about organiza-
tions to offer them employment in
Kerry wins state primary vote,
levy for Wooster schools passes
Election
continued from p. 1
John F. Kerry won the nomina-
tion for the 2004 presidential
candidacy of the Democratic
Party in Ohio and in eight of the
nine other states that held elec-
tions on Tuesday.
The other states were California,
Connecticut, Georgia, Maryland,
Massachusetts, New York, Rhode
Island, Vermont and Minnesota.
Of these, only Vermont failed to
nominate Kerry, giving its back-
ing to Howard Dean, the former
governor of that state who had
already formally stopped cam
"I'm optimistic that this will be a building
block toward a powerful regional activist net-
work in the greater Ohio area. "
- Mike Pesa, Kent State University
the future.
Also delivering presentations
were students Nathan Small '04,
who presented a park slide show
and David Tarbell 04, who spoke
on- - green architecture. Amyaz
Moledina and Jose Vasquez, assis-
tant and visiting assistant profesr
sors of Economics, led a work-sho- p
on ways individuals can pro-
mote environmentally-soun- d
practices on campus.
Participants were given time to
network in between workshops,
an element important to SEAC
conferences according to
Reisland. "People were really able
to tailor things to w hat they want-
ed to talk about," she said.
"It was nice because we had
dedicated people," said
Greenhouse and ECOS member
Shanna Wolthuis '06.
"When you network ... a bunch
of organizations can have more
power than one organization. So,
if there is an issue in Ohio that is
a really big issue everyone wants
to work on it then everyone can
paigning on Feb. 1 8.
Tuesday's elections have given
Kerry 562 of the delegates for the
Democratic Party's presidential pri-
mary, out of the 2; 162 a candidate
needs to secure the nomination..
Kerry's closest rival in the pri-
mary. Sen. John Edwards of North
Carolina, had received 204 dele-
gates. Earlier today, Edwards offi-
cially declared his withdrawal
from the race.
In Wayne County, Kerry won
4,654 votes, with Edwards taking
3,4000 votes, followed by Ohio
Rep. Dennis Kucinich with 900
votes. Dean with 284, Gen.
Wesley Clark with 90, Sen. Joe
Lieberman with 78, and Lyndon
LaRouche with 20 votes.
to College
work together on that issue," said
Reisland. "All these different
small organizations together have
more resources, more people, and
more ability to affect - things.
That's one idea behind network-
ing to be able to keep track of
what everyone is doing, what
kind of campaigns people are
working on."
Mike Pesa, a member of Kent
State's Students Eliminating
Environmental Destruction
(SEED) and editor of
"Threshold" magazine, SEAC's
national magazine said, "I
thought the conference went
really well. Student and youth
activists from around the region
came together, got to know each
other and shared a wide range of
knowledge and skills."
"I'm optimistic that this will be
a building block toward a power-
ful regional activist network in the
greater Ohio area." The next
SEAC regional conference will be
held at Antioch University on
April 2.
Tuesday voting in ten states
prepares Kerry as the most likely
recipient of the Democratic nom-
ination. This would set Kerry
to challenge current President
George W. Bush . in the
November general election.
Some of the other winners of
Tuesday's election included two
incumbent state representatives.
Republican Jim Carmichael for
the Third District and
Republican Bob Gibbs for the
97th District.
Incumbent Republican Cheryl
Noah won the race for the Han 2,
2005 term for Wayne County
Commissioner. Republican Doug
Noah won the race for Wayne
County Clerk of Courts.
Adam Koenigsberg '06, Katie Lytch '07, and Alexander Balloon
'07 voice their opinions at the Strategic Plan meeting on March 3
at 7:30 p.m. (Photo by Caroline Hotra).
Forum held in Lowry
for Strategic Plan
By Christopher Beck
News Editor
On Wed., April 3 in the Lowry
lounge a panel of College faculty
and students, including Ian
Crawford, Vice President for
Academic Affairs, Henry Herring
from the English Department,
Charles Hampton from Math
Department, Michelle Johnson
from the Communications,
Christabel Dadzie'04, and Aaron
Applebaum '04 gathered to hold a
forum with students to discuss the
Strategic Planning process.
The Lowry Lounge was stand-
ing room only. The students in
attendance consisted of several
members of Clubs and Sections
as well as student leaders from
Student Government
Association and other organiza-
tions. "The purpose of this meet-
ing it to seek your input on the
strategic planning process that
that college is currently engaged
in," said Crawford.
George Morrison '04, the
President of Xi Chi Psi, made the
first comment about the future of
Greek life on campus. Similar
comments were made concerning
the future of Bissman Hall as the
residence of the Clubs and
Sections. Alex Balloon '07, a
member of the Student
Government Association
Technology Committee, stated that
more investment in technology
was necessary "to make Wooster
more competitive." Balloon also
suggested updating computers, uti-
lizing computers in academic
departments where they aren't uti-
lized now and purchasing more
software licenses for students.
There was also popular support
for keeping a computer lab open
for 24 hours.
A student who works for the
Instructional Media Center
called for increased investment
for the purpose of purchasing
more digital cameras and com-
puters for the use of students and
faculty. "Money needs to invest-
ed in better ... and more equip-
ment" he said.
There was also a suggestion to
allow students to choose a cus-
tomized meal plan according to
their dining habits.
The meeting was one of many
meetings that have been held to
gain input from different groups
on the Strategic plan. "We wanted
to have a meeting that would pres-
ent an opportunity to hear the stu-
dent voice," said Crawford.
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Sae Senator and U.S. Senate Candidate Eric Fingerhut (D-O- H)
spoke at the College on Feb. 27 Photo courtesy of Fingerhut for
U.S. Senate 2004 website).
Fingerhut speaks
By Elizabeth M. Miller
Asst. News Editor
State Senator and U.S. Senate
candidate Eric Fingerhut (D-Shak- er
Heights) visited the
College on Feb. 27 as a part of his
10-d- ay 45-coun- ty bus tour across
the Ohio.
His speech, sponsored by the
College Democrats, focused on
"the difference a U.S. Senator
can make."
"People understand that this is a
serious competitive election," said
Fingerhut, who called the bus tour
component of the campaign a
"huge success."
"We need to reach out to
Democrats from all over the
state," he said.
Fingerhut called Ohio ground
zero for all candidates in the 2004
general election, saying the cam-
paign for the office of President
"will absolutely come down to
Ohio." He said that in his own
campaign, "We will need to reach
out to Democrats from all over
the state."
The only way to "change the
face of the country," according
to Fingerhut, is not only to elect
a new president, but to elect a
new senate.
He spoke on issues key to the
election and criticized incum-
bent U.S. Sen. George
Voinovich (R-O- H) and his
stances on those issues.
Of taxes in the state of Ohio
and in the United States,
Fingerhut said, "We used to
invest in our children now we
steal from them."
"I support making student loans
tax deductible," Fingerhut said.
"Where is the constituency for
the future?" said Fingerhut.
"George Voinovich does not
have the answers for the future
in fact, he doesn't even have
the question."
After delivering his speech,
Fingerhut answered questions
from the audience.
In a response to a question
posed on the recent passing of the
Ohio Defense of Marriage Act and
the proposal to create a
Constitutional amendment enforc-
ing the federal version of the act,
Fingerhut said "I will stand up for
equal treatment and equal rights."
"If we're trying to . . . attract
the best and brightest then we cer-
tainly don't want to do what we
have been doing, which is putting
up a sign that says 'We don't want
you here," said Fingerhut.
"If you believe that I can be
the next United States Senator,
then you 'can make it happen,"
said Fingerhut.
Fingerhut defeated retired Air
Force Lieutenant Colonel John
Mitchel (D-Dayto- n) to win the
Democratic nomination on Mar.
2. He will face off against
Voinovich in the general election
in November. - ,
Budget
By Christopher Beck
News Editor
The College's student organiza-
tions' budget deadline has been
set for Mar. 25, though campus
council will accept applications
from student organizations as late
as Mar. 26 without penalty.
During the week of Mar. 28 to
Apr. 3, the newly formed
Umbrella Organizations will
screen all funding applications
before directing them to the
Budget Committee for final
approval. Finally, in mfd-Apr- il,
representatives from each student
group will be expected to attend
mandatory budget workshops
held on various dates throughout
the month.
The budgeting timeline was
established during a town-ha- ll
meeting held two weeks ago,
after months of ongoing deliber-
ation on how to streamline the
old funding process and increase
its efficiency.
SGA Treasurer Adam
Koenigsberg '06 was in atten
dance at the meeting and was
encouraged by what he heard.
"The way things were
explained initially was very con-
fusing there were some contra-
dictions about how the process
would work. But eventually
everything got clarified and I
walked out of the meeting with
date set
out any unanswered questions,"
he said.
Due to a miscommunication
between Campus Council
Representative Gerald Turner,
'04 and the Student Activities
office, attendance at the meeting
was low. Representatives from all
campus groups were notified of
the finalized budgeting timeline
last week via email.
Turner and others have been
collaborating throughout the year
in an effort to attenuate the
College's previous budgeting
model, which had been accused
of being inefficient and disor-
ganized. For Turner, the estab-
lishment of the budget deadlines
at the town-ha- ll meeting was the
culmination of a painstaking
effort. "It has been great to see
this process come together,"
said Turner.
"As I reflect upon the last
year's work, I am more than sat-
isfied at the progress we have
made and I feel that we accom-
plished a needed reform. With a
presidential increase in the cam-
pus council budget from
$142,000 to $160,000, this has
been a long process but the col-
lege community will reap the
benefits for years to come. They
will enjoy a funding system that
is streamlined and efficient."
Student groups can obtain
budget applications by e-mai- ling
Turner at Gturnerwooster.edu.
News Briefs
Two meals to le served Friday, not three
Lunch is the last meal before spring break begins on Friday, Mar.
5. Students will only have two swipes available for their meal plans
that day and are encouraged to plan for the change.
Falkner named to position at MeDaniel
Professor of Classical Studies Thomas Falkner has been appoint-
ed the Provost and Dean of Faculty at MeDaniel College in
Westminster, Maryland. Falkner was chosen from a nationwide
applicant pool of 86 people.
He has 10 years' experience in administration, including having
formerly served as Dean of Faculty and interim Vice President for
Academic Affairs for the College of Wooster.
Falkner has taught at the College for 27 out of 3 1 years as an edu-
cator. He will take over the MeDaniel College position on July 1 of
this year.
Around
the Corner
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Friday, March 5
Spring Break begins, 4
p.m.
Saturday, March 6
NCAA Tournament game,
7 p.m. Timken Gymnasium.
Sunday, March 7
Spring Break ends.
The Registrar will be open
Sunday, March 21, from 1
p.m. to 5 p.m. in addition to
normal business hours so sen-
iors can turn in their
Independent Study Theses.
Monday, March 22
Independent Study Theses
due; 5 p.m.
Gary's Liquor Agency
closes day of business, 10
p.m.
Residence halls and small
houses will remain open until
10 a.m. to allow students to
attend the NCAA
Tournament game for the
Scots' men's basketball team
on March 6.
The staff of the Around the
Corner would like to wish
you a safe and happy break.
Matsos Family Restaurant
10 offaO C.O.W. rtwdemtsl
md fecalry M2 3,000 AO
154W. Liberty St
330-264-88- 00
IRON'S Colon Shop
Artist's Supplies
in Q Student0 Discount
330-262-5- 171
Downtown Wooster
Viewpoints
Voice Editorials
.
'
Represents the opinion of the Voice Editorial Board
Levy gets necessary "Yes"
We are very happy that the Wooster City Schools has gotten its
levy passed. Although the levy will not stop some budget cuts from
going through, it will keep the school district from having to cut
budgets still further. The cuts that
closing of one of the elementary
a pay-to-pl- ay policy for after-scho- ol sports and activities will be
especially detrimental.Nevertheless, we must admit that it could
have been worse had the levy not passed; there could have been two
elementary schools closed, for example. Thanks to everyone who
voted for the levy, and to all the
elsewhere in the community who helped inform the voters about the
importance of this issue. Altogether, the levy's passage is a sign that
Wooster children will continue to receive a quality education.
Alarms cause for concern
In the past couple of weeks, the fire alarms on campus have raised a
cause for concern. First, an alarm,which was later determined to be in
good working condition, did not go off during a garbage can fire in
Babcock. This makes us ask: Why then did it not go off and is this not
a serious safety concern for the College to look into?
Apparently there was a piercing alarm with signal lights on the
upper levels of Lowry. But in the Wired Scot, Mom's and the Voice
office, the alarm was just a buzzing, shaking of metal. Members of our
staff in our office had no idea from where the sound was coming. We
sat in our office, not thinking much of the sound, because it did not
resemble a normal fire alarm sound and wasn't very loud. When we
finally went searching for the source, we found it coming from a vent.
It is unclear where the alarm actually is in this area of Lowry. We were
not even concerned with the noise until we were notified to evacatute
the buliding. This raises safety concerns for both Mom's workers and
other students working in this area of the building. We ask that the col-
lege investigate the fire alarm systems in both Lowry and all
Residential buildings.
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Editors:
Comic defends his
To the editor,
I am responding to Leah
Koontz's letter regarding my stand-u- p
comedy performance at The
Underground, at Wooster College in
October 2003. 1 would first like to
say that I appreciate Leah's
response and do believe that every-
one is entitled to their own opinion.
With this in mind, I would like to
state mat I do not have a "sexist rou-
tine." I would also like to note that
the context of the joke Leah was
referring to was not about "rape,
individuals defining their sexuality,
andor anal sex." It was simply
about mocking my friends and
peers who make up fictitious sexual
4
Free speech demands truth
The speech made by Samir
Makhlouf last October and the
II " u. n I I HI College's
belated apolo-
gy raise impor-
tant questions
about the
-r-
dnaSj-ina aitataaml nature of aca-
demicerikshilling debate
and critical
inquiry, concepts that are at the
core of our mission as a liberal
arts college.
The controversy of Makhlouf 's
speech recently come to light
thanks to a "Cleveland Jewish
News" article that described the
College as a "soapbox for anti-Semi- tic
speakers." What was so
controversial about Mr. Makhlouf?
To give one example, Mr. Makhlouf
referenced, according to numerous
accounts, the "Protocols of the
Elders of Zion," a document forged
by the Russian secret police in 1919
and circulated as fact in order to
foment anti-Semi- tic sentiments in
the nascent Communist state.
Referencing Old Testament scrip-
ture verses, the document describes,
among other things, a Jewish con-
spiracy for world domination. The
document directly led to many of
the pogroms in early twentieth-centur- y
Russia, and it was a document
Adolf Hitler freely invoked as par-
tial justification for the Holocaust.
Makhlouf referenced this docu-
ment once in his speech, intermit-tend-y
in the question-and-answ- er
after his speech and then again in
Matthew Foulds
stories such as "the dolphin." I
would like it to be very clear that I
am in no way glorifying rape, but
making fun of the people who per-
petuate these kinds of jokes.
I also would like to correct
Leah's memory of the joke. I never
use the wording "flip her over," I
say "without telling her." I end the
bit by saying to my friend, "you
have to stop dating my sister...
immediately." This punchline
clearly makes the entire joke obvi-
ously NOT based in reality. I did
not intend to make females sound
like a piece of meat I intended to
make a room full of 300 college
students laugh, which I did. I am a
a class discussion he led in one of
Professor Charles Rammer's reli-
gion classes. In each instance, Mr.
Makhlouf never made light of the
falsehood of the "Protocols," nor
did anyone else in attendance.
Whether by malice or ignorance
(it's difficult to speculate on his
motives), Makhlouf 's use of such a
document calls into question the
credibility of his entire speech, as
well as his corollary claims to pro-
moting peace, reconciliation and
understanding. For Mr. Makhlouf
to mention a document that has
been widely discredited and a doc-
ument responsible for the willful
obfuscation of a subject already
poorly understood is intellectually
dishonest at best, and at worst an
anti-Semit- ic invective wrongly
flanked by the words "peace" and
"understanding."
What is more, it is a clear breach
of the liberal arts stated purpose:
critical inquiry. Academic discus-
sion demands clear-eye-d, intellec-
tually honest debate open to criti-
cism. Please do not get me wrong;
I am not attacking anyone's right to
an opinion nor am I suggesting that
there is only one way to interpret
things. However, all opinions are
not created equal. It is all right to be
biased, but only as long as one does
not deliberately withhold evidence
contrary to one's opinion or fail to
fit one's conclusion and evidence
into its proper context
, The College failed in this respect
because they did not point out the
E. William Shilling
stand-up
comedian and my job is to make
people laugh. I am aware that at
times my material may be edgy
and is not for everyone. However it
is not intended to offend, but rather
entertain a room full of open mind-
ed adults. Like Leah has the right
to express her opinion through
writing, I have the right to express
my- - artistic expression through
stand-u- p comedy.
Although I do not agree with
Leah's thoughts and believe this
was simply a matter of misunder-
standing and a false analysis of a
joke, I do appreciate and respect her
response to my material.
- Dan Levy
errors in fact and judgment within
his speech, one of which I have
tried to outline here. When a racist
document like the "Protocols" is
referenced, faculty and students
need to stand up and speak out lest
a false document like the Protocols
sway their opinion. If they fail to
stand up, then the administration
must; anything less is a regrettable
model of complacency.
As if that was not worse enough,
the College waited for nearly five
months to respond, when Mr.
Makhlouf 's speech was only a dis-
tant memory. It is hard to conceive
that the College would have prof-
fered any sort of apology had it not
been for the negative attention the
College received in response to the
"Cleveland Jewish News" article.
The bare fact is th t this speech
was offensive to some students
and faculty, not offensive in the
ruffle-on- e 's-intellectual-f- eathers
type of way, but offensive in the
I-have-been-w-
rongly-accused
type of way. The very foundation
of our education critical
inquiry and academic discussion
were temporarily disregarded
because the College, either out of
negligence or naked panic,
demurred from confronting the
controversy. They let erroneous
statements remain unchallenged
while inflaming resentment, and
now it has caught up to them.
Shilling can be reached jay
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Intelligent Design
offends, obscures
On Mar. 9, the Ohio Board of
Education is having a hearing to
decide whether to include
Design
Intelligent
(or, byO- - its less religious: name, "critical
analysis of evo-
lution"): in the
- -
melissareisland K-1- 2 curricu- -
lum to be
taught in science classes along with
evolution. Theargument for teach-
ing a critical analysis of evolution is
that the current curriculum censors
evidence for design as a possibility
for the origins of life. The hearing
spurs from a 2002 decision made by
the state to allow the option of
teaching alternatives to evolution in
the classroom.
The decision to teach design in
science classes as an alternative to
evolution offends me on many lev-
els. I am a Biology major, so first
and foremost, it offends me as a
scientist. In biology, evolution is
not something in which you don't
believe. It is like saying, "I don't
believe in gravity," or "I don't
believe in apples." Everything that
I have ever known or can hope to
understand in biology is complete-
ly dependent on the notion of evo-
lution. To say that evolution might
not occur undermines the entire
Honor Code could
To the editors.
After attending last Wednesday
night's Town Hall meeting on the,
Honor Code, I felt the need to
share my opinion on the Honor
Code, as I probably have had a dif-
ferent experience than most of you )
here at Wooster.
I spent my freshman year . at
Davidson College, a small liberal
arts school in North Carolina.
Davidson is well known for its
strict Honor Code that is highly
enforced. When you arrive on cam-
pus on the first or second day, you,
along with the rest of your class,
are told to dress up, head to the
main auditorium,, and listen to an
hour-lon-g discussion led by the
higher powers of the college.
Everyone then proceeds in a single
field.
Additionally, to teach a "critical
analysis of evolution" along with
evolution in science classes cor-
rupts the meaning of science. In
science, first natural observations
are made, and then the theories
arise that explain these observa-
tions. Theories that are contrary to
evolution are not derived this way.
Rather, the theory that the universe
must have an intelligent creator
first existed, and then proponents of
this theory attempted to find evi-
dence to support it Science also
must be testable and refutable.
Evolution has the potential to be
refuted because evidence could be
found that is contrary to the theory.
Intelligent design can never be
refuted because all natural observa-
tions can be explained as part of the
design. Therefore, arguing the exis-
tence of an intelligent designer is
not science and should not be dis-
guised as such. Is it possible that a
supreme being created the world?
Of course it is. But it's also possi-
ble that there is alien life on the
planet Gliese 876. These are
things we can't know, and the last
time I checked, we weren't taught
about the aliens on Gliese 876 in
science class.
Moreover, teaching Intelligent
Design as a science is offensive to
"I ask you to consider looking at the Honor
Code as something that will add to Wooster
and link us closer together as a college..."
file line to the front of the stage
where they sign their name to a
book, signifying that they agree to
abide by the Davidson Honor Code
throughout their years spent on
campus. Then, the freshman class
is divided into small groups, given
a copy of the Honor Code and
allowed to ask an upper-cla- ss mem-
ber of the Judicial Board any ques-
tions they have pertaining to the
honor code.
The benefits to a strong Honor
Code are far-reachi- ng. It is hard to
describe fully the benefits I felt at
Davidson, as it is more of an all- -
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me as a religious person. I am
Roman Catholic. I believe in God
and I believe God created the uni-
verse. I believe these things out of
faith, not because there is evidence
for them. This is the beauty of faith;
it is belief without the need for evi-
dence. To call faith science and try
to find evidence for having faith
belittles what faith is all about. I
would never want the basis of my
faith to be brought up in science
because my faith transcends the
limits of science.
Finally, teaching Intelligent
breed trust, tangible
encompassing atmosphere rather
than specific details. I never
locked my room door and never
feared anything would be stolen. I
. left my backpack all over the
place and always knew that it
would be where I had placed it
when I returned. The library did
not have those awful machines
that beep when you walk through
them with a book you forgot to
check out and if I remember cor-
rectly, every year Davidson only
had a few books go missing.
As' for academics, most of my
tests throughout the semester were
i . I v s tw --Til IT ix
Design as a science is offensive to
me as an American citizen. Our
country was founded on religious
freedom. Intelligent design is con-
tingent on the existence of a
supreme being in which not every-
one believes. Furthermore, unlike
the concept of evolution, belief in a
supreme being is not essential for
the understanding of science. If cre-
ation stories are going to be taught,
that's fine, but call them what they
are and put them in a religion or the-
ology class.
I think that it is true that most
take-hom- e, closed books tests. You
simply wrote what time you began
your test, finished in the amount of
time allotted by the professor,
signed the pledge at the end, sealed
the envelope it came in and then
kept your mouth shut about the
contents as not to give any of your
classmates an advantage. Cheating
was never an issue, it was never
discussed because almost no one
did it out of respect for the Honor
Code. It was just one less thing you,
as well as your professors, had to
worry about.
Wooster is a great school with a
great sense of community and. I am
thrilled I came here. Truthfully, I
only miss two things: The weather
and the Honor Code.
Unfortunately, I don't think Ohio
TOOTSY" LOU,
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people in this state, myself includ-
ed, believe in a
supreme creator. Possibly the Ohio
School Board wants to make a deci-
sion that is aligned with the consen-
sus of the majority. ,
If we allow the body of scientific,
knowledge to change based on the
whims of uninformed public opin-
ion, we might as well give up our
plans to travel to Asia because we'll
fall off the other side of the world.
Reisland can be reached via e-m- ail
at mreislandwooster.edu.
benefits
weather is going to change anytime
soon, but the Honor Code can.
However, it has to come from us,
the student body, and each one of
us must decide what we think is
best for our campus. I ask you to
consider looking at the Honor Code
as something that will add to
Wooster and link us closer together
as a college rather than something
that is feared. Fear usually comes
from something that is unknown
and unfamiliar. Therefore I under-
stand a lot of students' reaction to
the Honor Code is fear. Hopefully
sharing my experience will give
you a little more knowledge and lit-
tle less fear about an Honor Code
system and how it could add to the
Wooster community.
Susan McDowell '05
Features
Obsession leads to I.S. success
By Samantha Ferm
Staff Writer
Erin Skinner 04, a Political
Science major, is obsessed with
the presidency. As a result, her
Senior Independent Study direct-
ly relates to one of her favorite
presidents. President Clinton.
Skinner said, "I have a real fasci-
nation with Clinton and his per-
sonality ... how he wields it to get
Erin Skinner '04 is doing her Independent Study on the role of President
Clinton in the Rwanda crisis (Photo by Pamela Miller).
what he wants."
In addition to this fascination.
Skinner used her interest in global
human rights activism to focus on
the influence of the media, bureau-
cratic politics, and public opinion
on the Clinton administration's
decision not to intervene in the
1994 crisis in Rwanda.
For those of you who are not
savvy in political science, 'bureau-crati- c
politics' are basically the
interactions between policy mak-
ers that result in a decision.
Her I.S., subsequently, is enti-
tled "The Deadly American
Waiting Game."
This past summer, Skinner spent
her time working for an non-governme- ntal
organization called
C.A.R.E. for which she put togeth-
er a weekly global news report
During this time, she became
extremely interested in President
G.W. Bush's actions towards the
most recent crisis in Liberia.
"This event got me thinking
about how presidential personali-
ty and power come together to
make a decision that can affect a
r
1 t
lot of people," said Skinner.
As a Democrat, Skinner
believed studying a Republican
president would have been "too
frustrating," and chose the 1994
crisis in Rwanda during Clinton's
presidency instead.
In order to understand the con-
sequences of the crisis, one needs
to have some background into the
events that occurred in Rwanda.
According to Skinner, President
"-Cli-
nton
was elected with a focus
on the American economy and
social programs rather than inter-
national crises.
However, in 1993, 18 U.S. sol-
diers were killed in Somalia, and
one soldier's body was dragged
through the capital of Mogadishu.
This event, caused an immedi-
ate outrage and backlash from the
American public.
As a result, the Presidential
Decision Directive 25 was pro-
duced, a legislative document that
ended all hopes for the U.S. gov-
ernment and military to aid any
place where there was no original
U.S. interest
Meanwhile, in Rwanda, the
two largest tribal groups,- - the
Hutus and the Tutsis were con-
stantly fighting.
While the Hutus made up 85
percent of the population, they
were poorer as most of them were
farmers; the Tutsis, however,
made up 14 percent, and were
cattle-farme- rs who controlled
most of the country's wealth.
On April 6, 1994, an airplane
crashed carrying the presidents of
both Rwanda and Burundi, right
after they had signed the Arusha
accords, a peace-keepin- g treaty
between the two nations.
Immediately, the extremist
Hutu Militia took over the country
and set up roadblocks on all major
roads, preventing all Tutsi people
from escaping the country.
The Hutus had lists of the
names of almost all Tutsi citizens,
and one by one blared them out
over 'hate radio' and proceeded
to massacre all men, women and
children, mostly by machete.
As the violence and massacre
produced hundreds of thousands
of bodies (an estimated 200,000
people killed by May), both the
United Nations and the U.S.
refused to send help. No nation
was willing to send in troops to a
virtual blood-bat- h so the victims
in Rwanda left to die.
The media, according to
Skinner, never put the crisis on
primetime news.
While the event was addressed,
it was never fully covered, so it
raised little opposition or outcry
from the American people or
humanitarian organizations.
According to Skinner, in 100
days, over 800,000 people were
systematically destroyed, and the
See "IS," pg.7
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Student comes face
to face with Islam
By Jacob Emerson
Staff Writer
Last semester, while studying
abroad in Senegal, West Africa,
I encountered Islam face to face
for the first time.
I knew very little about the
religion but immediately
became fascinated with the
extent to which it dominated the
lives of most Senegalese.
I marveled at the murals of
Marabouts (Islamic leaders)
that covered the city and the
wailing call to prayer at 3
o'clock that echoed from every
Muslim mosque.
Deciding to learn as much as I
could about the religion, I focused
on Mouridism, the most economi-
cally powerful and uniquely
Senegalese Brotherhood.
I was drawn to the fact that a
man living in Touba, a four
hour car ride from Dakar, held a
near godlike status in the eyes
of his followers.
I did some research on the
subject by reading as many
books as I could.
However, most of my infor-
mation came from my Mouride
friends who were more than
eager to tell me about their reli-
gion and its founder, the great
Cheick Amadu Bamba, who
passed away in 1927.
They told me that if I want to
know about Mouridism I must
learn about Bamba and his dece-
dents, who have taken over his
position as Khalif.
One of the main points about
the Cheihk every Senegalese
person I spoke to told me was
that he represented peaceful
opposition to the oppressive
French colonizes.
He was actually exiled from
the country on two occasions by
the French because of the fear
that he would lead an uprising
against the government.
There are some writings by
Amadu Bamba and others in
which fantastic stories are told
of his hardships and miraculous
J have gotten the same
feeling from some of
the Senegalese and I
cannot quite put my
finger on the problem,
but someone with
power had better be a
"good" person or
things could go terri-
bly wrong.
achievements in the face of
danger. There is one story that
tells of him attempting to pray
on a French ship that was taking
him to exile on a small island
off of Gabon.
The French authorities did not
want him praying on the ship so
he threw his prayer mat out onto
the water and proceeded to pray
on the water.
In another story he was put
into a cage with a hungry lion
and tamed the beast, much to
the French authorities disbelief.
These stories are known by all
the Senegalese and have helped
to give the Cheick a saintly
image. They have even been put
into song and can be heard sung
by groups of young men every
Wednesday night. My host
brother, Pape N'Diaye, was one
of these young men who had
been familiar with these stories.
He and I became very close
friends and he was one of my
main informants. We would
play soccer together while he
would tell me more about the
Islamic religion.
I learned from him that
Mourids believed their current
khalif could take them to para-
dise and would make sure to
give him as many gifts as possi-
ble to ensure that he would pray
for them.
I listened to what he had to
say, but also developed my own
opinion on Mouridism.
I also gathered information
See "Islam,"pg.7. .
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Prof's work applies interdisciplinary approach
By Sarah Core
Associate Editor
Mark Weaver, professor of
political science said that
serendipity brought him and the
local community together to fight
local environmental and social
issues.
After giving a lecture at the
Ohio Agricultural Research and
Development Center (OARDC),
Weaver was approached by the
Argoecosystems Management
Program (AMP), a group that
works from within the OARDC,
and Weaver joined them in order
to start a grassroots programs to
help the community.
"Every scientist has the respon-
sibility to help the public with
what he or she is working on,"
said Weaver, speaking about his
local efforts to close the academic
gap between scientific experts and
the general public.
The AMP's objectives are to
take scientific solutions and apply
them to the real world by develop-
ing models of ecological
approaches to agriculture in an
interdisciplinary manner.
"We focus on issues concern-
ing agriculture and rural commu-
nities but try to do it in a way
that integrates the economic, the
environmental and the social,"
said Weaver. "In other words, we
Islamic sect researched abroad
Islam
continued from p. 6
from my neighbors, some of
who belonged to other Islamic
Brotherhoods. My next door
neighbor, whose nickname was
Max, was a member of the
Tijanis a less powerful but more
numerous Brotherhood.
He told me that the Mourids
were too fanatical in their fol-
lowing of the current Khalif
(Seringe Saliou Mbacke).
Members of other Brotherhoods
have told me that they do not
like the idea that one man can
bring people to paradise and
that you must give him gifts in
order to win over his favor.
Whether one believes this
try not to look at particular
issues in isolation. We try to
incorporate an holistic concep-
tion of local issues."
AMP is also community based,
which is something that really
attracted Weaver to the group and
that he finds helpful when examin-
ing his own work.
"Often, the problems we work
on, we work because someone
from the community walks in
and asks us for help," he said. "So
when we are wolkig on a partic-
ular issue and formulating what
the problem is, we have local peo-
ple sitting there and saying 'theses
are the problems we face.' In other
words, it's not just academics sit-
ting around figuring out how we
can solve the problems of the
world. We're actually working
with local people who experience
those problems."
Weaver is currently working
on two different projects in the
AMP. His first project is with
the Sugar Creek Watershed,
reported to be the second most
degraded watershed in' the area
by the Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA).
AMP's first phase of their
watershed program was survey-
ing the people in the area to iden-
tify what the residents felt their
water quality problems were with
Sugar Creek.
ideal is wrong or right,
Mouridism is a force to be reck-
oned with when it comes to eco-
nomic power in Senegal.
The current Senegalese
President, Abdoulaye Wade, is
himself a Mouride and has been
seen touching his head to the
ground in front of Serigne Saliou
Mbacke as a sign of adoration. It
is also arguable that the reason
Wade is President is because he
is a Marabout and he has the
devout following of the talibee
(students of the Marabout).
It is a known fact that the
Mouride Talibee will do exactly
what their Marabout tells them to
do. If he says vote for Abdoulaye
Wade, the entire Brotherhood
will do exactly that.
Therefore, one can conclude
Now in its second phase, the
Watershed program is creating
local groups in an effort to formu-
late grassroots- - based actions.
r
Dn Mark Weaver, professor of political science at the College, organ-
izes residents of the Sugar Creek Watershed with the OARDC (Photo by
Caroline Hotra).
His second project deals with
the Agriculture Success Team of
Wayne County, working with a
wide group of local stakeholders
and the Wayne County
that having the support of the
Marabout is the key to having the
support of the Mourides.
It's a powerful idea, and if the
Khalif is a good person then the
Brotherhood and the country
flourish. However, I think it is
too much power in the hands of
one person.
Perhaps it is my western
upbringing or my American atti-
tude of independence, but the
thought of following a religious
leader, giving him gifts and doing
what he demands, scares me.
I have gotten the same feeling
from some of the Senegalese and I
cannot quite put my finger on the
problem, but someone with that
much power had better be a
"good" person or things could go
terribly wrong.
Commissioner, the Farm Bureau,
the Wooster Area Chamber of
Commerce, and variety of inter-
ested individuals to "address
7
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issues of agricultural sustainabili-ty,- "
he said.
Farmers are having global
problems that Weaver said
affects not only the rural way of
Rwanda crisis in IS.
I.S.
continued from p. 6
U.N. refused to officially declare it
as 'genocide' which, if they had,
would obligate them to send in
peace-keepin- g troops, which
there were already so few of.
Eventually, both Clinton and
the U.N. delivered an official
apology for the events in
Rwanda, but ultimately very lit-
tle aid was given to the people
of the devastated nation.
The experience of I.S. was
eye-openi- ng for Skinner, ulti-
mately altering her once-idolatro- us
perceptions of Clinton and
the media. Not only did it give
her the opportunity to pursue
several of her political interests
in one project, she was also able
life but also those people who
live in cities. "The idea is to
make sure that the agricultural
businesses that exist in Wayne
County are. given the. best
"
chance to survive," he said.
"This is critical to the way of
life in Wayne County."
Weaver and the farm preserva-
tion team are examining possibili-
ties to sustain the quality of life
for farmers in the area.
"I think it's important work,"
said Weaver, who does not
receive pay for the projects he is
involved in. "I have problems
with environmentalists who are
only concerned with the
Brazilian rain forest and what the
Brazilians are doing. If you're an
environmentalist I think you
should be concerned with local
issues and what you can be doing
about those local things as well.
What's happening here in Ohio's
important too."
Weaver is looking for student
volunteers who are interested in
helping with this project by sur-
veying 200 local farmers in the
Wayne County area. This would
require administering a survey
by driving out and going door-to-doo- r,
explaining what the
AMP's goals are. There is an 80
percent response rate when sur-
veys arepresented to the public
in this manner.
to discuss her interest in the cur-
rent 2004 election with her advi-
sor. Professor Eric Moskowitz
who shares an equal obsession
with the presidency.
'Moskowitz, according to
Skinner, provided a good deal of .
help on the issues of public policy.
In retrospect. Skinner said that
the situation in Rwanda is "not
just about the label.
You've just been taught for so
long to hate, and I don't know
how to fix that. The atrocities
were too horrible ... Jcouldn't
someone have done something?"
Roomatea Needed!
3-- 4 Bedrooms: $325person
Comer of Burba nk & Cohan
Includes alt utilities .
Flexible Leases
Contact Scot Uvingstlon
at 330466-398- 2
Arts and Entertainment
Upcoming
Concerts
Hey Mercedes with
Saves the Day
401
Agora Theatre
Cleveland, Ohio
Phantom Planet
403
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Penn.
Stellastar
407
Grog Shop
Cleveland, Ohio
Ranier Maria
407
Newport Music Hall
Columbus, Ohio
B.B. King
411
Palace Theatre
Columbus, Ohio
Josh Groban
412
Ohio Theatre
Columbus, Ohio
Prince
414
Mellon Arena
Pittsburgh, Penn.
Detroit Cobras
416
123 Pleasant Street
Pittsburgh, Penn.
Slipknot
417
Tower City Amphitheater
Cleveland, Ohio
Violent Femmes
417
Promo West Pavilion
Columbus, Ohio
- compiled from
www.pollstar.com
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Musicians take their show on the road
Elizabeth Weiss
A&E Editor
This Friday, scores of Wooster
underclassmen will flee campus,
eager to begin two weeks of
Spring Break revels and debauch-
ery. Wooster seniors will settle in
for two bitter weeks of study,
panic and Aderol binges as they
scurry to finish their I.S. theses.
But for the members of the Scot
Symphonic Band and the
Wooster Chorus, the next two
weeks hold something entirely
different annual spring tours.
During their tours, each ensemble
will share the work of Wooster 's
topnotch music program with
audiences across the country.
The Scot Symphonic Band,
under the direction of Associate
Professor of Music Nancy Ditmer
and Assistant Band Director Ned
Brooks, is heading to the north-
east, with performances scheduled
in Pennsylvania, New York, New
Hampshire and Connecticut.
Their itinerary includes free time
in Boston and New York City.
According to Ditmer, the
Northeast tour is one of several
routes the band could take each
year. Other tours have taken the
band to Chicago, Boston, St.
Louis and Florida, but according
to Ditmer, the route they take
doesn't determine the quality of
the tour experience. "They have a
good time no matter where they
go," she said.
The Pipe Band and Highland
Dancers travel with the
Symphonic band, and a Scottish
flair is an important element of the
tour concert. In addition to the
pipers' traditional Scottish reper-
toire, the Symphonic Band will be
SEATTLE'S T
OOOO0OOOOOOOMMO0OMOMOOOOOO
Friday 9:00 p.m.
Peachbones
$3 cover charge
Saturday 9:00 p.m.
Zen Room
S5 cover charge
330-262-29-98
playing a piece by composer
Malcolm Arnold called "Four
Scottish Dances."
. Other musical highlights of the
concert include solos by Karl
Bluemel '04 and Andrew
Thatcher '04. Bluemel, a saxo-
phonist, is featured on "Serenade
for Alto Saxophone and Band" by
Frank Bencriscutto, a work that,
according to Ditmer "reveals
mrmi . . .. . i . , t i . ! , i i . nj, m w ' 1 I nuim "nm ' I'. ...... J
.
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On Sun., Feb. 29, the Scot Symphonic Band, the Pipe Band, and the
Highland Dancers performed selections from their upcoming Spring
Break tour at McGaw Chapel (Photo by Colin Frazee).
both the melodic beauty and tech-
nical agility of the saxophone."
Bluemel, who is a drum major in
addition to playing in both
Symphonic and Marching Bands,
is also a member of the Wooster
Jazz Ensemble.
Thatcher performs a trumpet
solo on "La Virgen de la
Macarena." According to Ditmer,
the piece "was written by
Monterede and made famous by
Mexican-bo- m trumpeter, compos-
er and educator, Rafael Mendez."
Thatcher, a member of marching,
symphonic and pep band, is also
part of the Wooster Jazz
Ensemble, the Wooster Brass and
the Wooster Symphony Orchestra.
The band will be returning to
Wooster on March 13, after an
intense week of travel. The tour
schedule can be draining, but
"exhilarating at the same time,"
said Ditmer.
"You have the high that you
get every night from having
really great performances and
really great audience responses,"
she said.
One of the best parts of tour, for
Ditmer and band members alike,
is the closeness that develops over
the week. "It's a lot of time
together that helps the group to
gel and become really close, while
at the same time it's a really great
musical experience," she said.
Jen Woloschyn '07 is looking
forward to her first band tour.
"I've never been on tour before
but from everything I hear from
those who have been on it it's tir-
ing but a lot of fun," she said.
"I'm excited about the prospect of
going to all these different places
and playing for a bunch of differ-
ent audiences."
While the band heads north, the
Wooster Chorus will be heading
south, with a tour itinerary that
includes stops in Kentucky, North
Carolina, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Georgia and Florida.
The chorus's stay in Florida will
include a highly anticipated stop
at Disney World. While the cho-
rus is sure to enjoy their free time
at Disney, the tour is still about
music first.
According to John Russell, pro-
fessor of music and director of the
Wooster Chorus, "It is the music
that nourishes us, even when
we're tired, if we simply submit to
its mysteries and power and per-
mit it to sustain us."
The chorus will be performing
works by a number of com-
posers, including Peter Philips,
Franz Josef Haydn, and
William Schuman.
"I suppose one of the featured
things is the so called 'Nelson
Mass' by Haydn," said Russell.
The "Nelson Mass," or "Missa
in Angustiis" was composed in
1798. According to Russell,
"Missa in Angustiis" can be trans-
lated as "Mass in the Time of
Fear." Haydn composed the piece
to "celebrate the Name Day of the
Princess Esterhazy," said Russell.
A performance of the Mass
was done in honor of Lady
Hamilton and Lord Nelson in
1 800, and became popularly
known as the "Nelson Mass" fol-
lowing that performance.
Balint Korosi, a current candi-
date for the Artist Diploma at
Oberlin, will.be providing organ
accompaniment for the chorus on
tour. Korosi, who grew up
in Budapest, has been inter-
nationally recognized for his
accomplishments as an organist
and clarinetist.
The chorus, which is leaving
Saturday morning, will be return-
ing to Wooster March 16.
Chorus members are as
excited as band members
about their tour. Mike Stratton
'06 is looking forward to his first
tour after hearing stories from
friends who were in chorus
last year. "I heard so many fun
stories and it seemed like such
a great time," he said.
For both the Scot Symphonic
Band and the Wooster Chorus,
this year's spring tour promises
to be exhausting, but reward-
ing. It is the opportunity to travel,
to make new friends, to learn and
to share the Wooster tradition
of great musical performance
with others."' '"
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Not your
Justin L. Hart
News Editor
I suppose I ought to just come
out and say whether I thought
"Club Dread was a good movie
or not For the moment, there-
fore, it will suffice for me to say
it was pretty good. It won't be
sweeping next year's Oscars, but
it was fun. As for the details,
well, read on.
"Club Dread is the latest (dare
I say long-awaited- ?) cinematic
presentation by Broken Lizard,
the comedy troupe who last
graced the silver screen with the
delightfully oddball "Super
Troopers." Since my friend and I
had both enjoyed "Super
Troopers," we knew we wanted
to see "Club Dread." Or rather,
we knew "Club Dread" would be
our second choice at the movie
theater after we found- - out that
"The Passion of the Christ" was
sold out for the entire night.
"""" ll
average slasher flick
By the way, "Club Dread" is
not like "Super Troopers,"
because it's sort of a horror film
pretending to be a comedy. Or is
it the other way around? The plot
centers on the staff of a tropical
island resort, which arrives for
another summer of sun, fun and
amorous exploits only to find
their members start to turn up-murdere- d
in an obligatorily grue-
some fashion.
With their lines of communica-
tion and escape cut and their
numbers dwindling one by one,
the staff tries to figure out who
the killer is without alerting the
frolicking guests.
Obviously, there are many
paranoid accusations amongst the
staff members along the way. Just
as obviously, there is also a fairly
large amount of gratuitous sex,
which makes me wonder
you'd think that with a killer on
the loose, the procreation part of
one's instincts would be overrid
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Movie Review
den by the survival part. But
apparently not.
There's humor in the movie,
too. Most of it revolves around
sex, and some of it's even funny.
At any rate, it was funny enough
to keep "Club Dread" from look-
ing like your average slasher
movie, which of course, actually
kept it from lookjng too comy. It
was still too corny to be scary and
the characters weren't sympathet-
ic enough to root for anyway, but
the mystery aspect was kind of
entertaining, at least for me.
I'll admit that I must've
guessed every character was the
killer except the one who turned
out to be. That's probably not so
much because the character was
unassuming as it is that I've never
been good at solving mysteries.
Maybe that's why I found "Club
Dread" as entertaining as I did, but
whether.or not it keeps you guess-
ing as much as I did, you'll just
have to see for yourself.
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Marketing the Scenester
Ladies and gentlemen, a brief
tutorial on the current state of the
non nu-met- al or Creed-Roc- k
scene: picture a group of three to
five members with greasy, black,
eyebrow-coverin- g hair. The poten-
tial for a lip ring and black, tight
clothing is
quite high, as
is the likeli-
hood that they
will be singing
heart-breaki- ng
and "true-to-lif- e"
stories of
mattfoulds relationship
loss and the
drinking binge that follows. With
that you have Emo, a style of rock
whose name has as many purport-
ed origins as Rush has bad albums.
Now, change the hair color to
brown, keep the length and the
grease, change the clothing color
to earth tone, add to the lyrical
content just a touch of irony, and
shizzam, you have Indie. A rock
nomenclature that absolutely
nobody can argue still carries its
name from the fact that all the
artist who encompass it are found
only on independent labels.
One more metamorphosis:
spike the hairstyle, or shave it,
return to dark tones, make a few
trips to Hot Topic for accessories,
add a bit more screaming, don't
change the chords but play them a
bit faster, and we have punk.
Now I know this sounds a bit
extreme, but what I am trying to
do here is make a point. Music has
always walked hand in hand with
its image, but it seems as of late
that the image, and the scene sur-
rounding it, have made the music
its slave. Since when did it
become necessary to dress and
carry one's self in a certain way to
be deemed adequate to listen to
and intellectually appreciate a cer-
tain band?
We all remember the picture of
Sid Vicious dousing himself in
mustard. That single image that
made The Sex Pistols legendary,
but they still would have made an
impact without it.
But what about The Strokes
isn't their music good enough to
survive without its image? I stand
by my review of their last album
scene.
but would they be half as popular
if their line-u- p looked like that of
Def Leppard? I think we all know
the answer.
It's always been natural for fans
of a certain band or group of
bands to develop their own sub-
culture out of reverence for their
musical heroes. But in the 21st
century it seems as if the scene
surrounding a band is beginning
to dominate its reception before
its album even drops.
There's no reference to musical
style or innovation when we talk
about scenes such as the "New
York Rock Scene" or the
"Swedish Scene." It's simply a
categorization used to describe an
entire group of musicians who
happen to come for a similar
region and spend more time shop-
ping for innovative style at the
local Salvation Army then record-
ing. Bands that are even worth
mentioning, such as The
(International) Noise Conspiracy,
are quickly lost and forgotten in
the ever shifting and uniform-wearin- g
world of "modern music."
Has anybody ever seen a pic
ture of Karen O of the Yeah Yeah
Yeahs just chilling out and relax-
ing? Nope, every shot must top
the previous in its ability to
squeeze every last bit of Po-M-o
out of her as possible. Funny, it's
almost as if the retention of her
fan base depended upon it.
Now I'm not asking for image
to be completely removed from
music. It helps to make it more
interesting as well as provides for
good album art. I just want some
of the pretension to be lifted, along
with the derivative lyrical content.
A band never has been, and
shouldn't be defined by the tone
of clothing it wears, or how much
of a vintage throwback it is.
So, instead of looking only at
the album art, and listening to
that one song that puts you in
that "satirically whimsical"
mood before throwing it out
because it is no longer relevant
to the ever-shifti- ng and self-consumi- ng
Indie or Emo scene, let's
actually listen to the album, in its
entirety, and as The Weakerthans
once put it, create "a new name
for everything."
Sports
erikshipe
Sports Boxers
Bracketville
Sportscenter has been talking
about steroids and sex scandals
for weeks now and it's just
annoying. Since the college bas- -
ketball tourna
ment is my
favorite sport-
ing event,
here is more
info on what
to look for
Favorites
Duke:
Coach K has the Devils primed for
another run at the title and this
years team features great shooters
with adequate post players that
should be good enough to beat
anyone. However, an off night
shooting for Redick or Ewing
could spell trouble. Duke is a safe
bet to go to the Final Four, but I do
hot see them winning it all.
Stanford: Can Stanford
become the first team since
Indiana to go an entire season
undefeated? I doubt it. I don't
care if Tiger Woods sits on the
bench during the games; they
will not go farther than the
Elite Eight.
St. Joe's: Nelson and West
form the best backcourt in the
country, but their lack of size
and rebounding will hurt. This
team prides itself on pressuring
opposing guards and creating
easy buckets off of turnovers,
but a good ball handling team
will give them problems. To
beat them you must slow the
tempo and force them into set-
ting for a half court offense.
Look for St. Joe's to get upset in
tne Sweet Sixteen.
Pittsburgh: Pitt is very so.lid,
but they lack a go to player that
comes up clutch at the end of the
game. They play good defense
and have plenty of size, but the
Sweet 16 is about as far as they
will go.
UConn: The preseason 1 has
not lived up to the hype. Okafor
is the most dominant defensive
player in the country, and this
team has as much talent as any. I
think they will make it to the
Final Four, but they are not my
pick to win ft all.
Solid Teams
Kentucky: I probably should-
n't let everyone know, but no
one really reads this article any-
way, so I guess it's ok to let you
know that I'm picking Kentucky
to win it all. However, I jumped
on the bandwagon last year and
they bucked me off (along with
a lot of other people). This team
has size, speed, defense and
depth. Everything I like when
picking a winner. Of course I
haven't picked a winner since
UCLA in '95.
North Carolina: Please do not
pick them to win it all, because
every time I do, they get upset
early. Ever since '98 1 have picked
Carolina to win a few games, but
then I force myself to pick them to
lose because you always bet with
your brain and cheer with your
heart (Don't mix the two). They are
very talented, but still a year away
defensively from winning it all.
Mississippi State: Still upset they
killed my bracket last year after
losing to Butler in the first round.
Oklahoma State: The best in
the Big 12 still means a lot
even after a sub-p- ar year for
the conference. .
Sleepers to Consider: Illinois,
Syracuse, N.C. State, Missouri,
Kent State, Florida, and
Southern Illinois.
My Final Four Duke, Kentucky,
University of Connecticut and
Wake Forest
Where do they find these
people?
Of course I have played outdoor
games. I once played dominoes in
an open air cafe in Paris."
- Oscar Wilde '
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Softball prepares for play
By Michelle Erickson
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster Softball
team enters the season with high
hopes and plenty of experience.
The program, which is in its fourth
season, is looking to win its first
NCAC title as it says goodbye to
the last of its original members.
Led by a very talented senior
class, the Scots are looking to take
the conference by storm and leave
their mark on the
program in their
final year.
"In terms of
expectations, our
team, especially
the seniors, hope
to win the NCAC
championship.
We are returning
the majority of
our defense and
offense. Our
expectations are
high because of
our experience,"
stated Brianne
Diorio '04, the
returning short-
stop and top
offensive player
on the team.
The College
will rely heavily
on the talented ;
Barone sisters who are the Scots'
ace pitchers. Angie Barone '04
and Natalie Barone '06 received
most of the innings on the mound
with Angie compiling more than
four hundred innings on the
mound over her college career.
Natalie totaled more than one
hundred in her rookie season.
Angie, a three-tim- e all-confere- nce
honoree, led the NCAC last sea-
son in strike outs, as she sat down
one hundred thirteen batters.
"The keys to success will be our
offense and our pitching staff.
Offensively, we have a ton of
potential. We will just have to
execute in critical situations.
Angie and Natalie Barone return
to the pitching staff with a lot of
experience. We have a lot of con-
fidence that they can get the job
done," said Diorio.
Offensively the Scots return a
good mix of both power and spe-
cialist hitters. Diorio, the top
offensive returner, is expected to
continue her offensive production
this season. Also successful at the
plate last season was Kelly
Robinson '06. Robinson, as a
newcomer, turned in a .343 bat-
ting average and played third base
on defense. She was also one of
six players last season to earn all-confere- nce
honors, as she made
the second team all-conferen- ce.
-
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The Scots Softball team takes some warm-u- p tosses to prepare for
a tough practice ahead (Photo by Colin Frazee).
Maggie Combs '04 also looks
to have a break out season at the
plate. Combs who has been the
starting catcher for the past three
years, has previously been a sacri-
fice specialist
The College also returns a tal-
ented outfield, led by Kate Henley
'05, who is a two-tim- e all-confere- nce
honoree and also a former
all-Ameri- can swimmer for the
Scots. Henley will also most like-
ly be the lead off hitter.
Who will join her in the outfield
is still up in the air, and several
players have a very good shot at
getting playing time in the out-
field though.
Laura Ciriegio '06, Maria
Gonzalez '07, Jamie Pocatko '07,
and Angie Triplett '06, who is
just returning from off season
elbow surgery, will all most like-
ly see some innings in either right
or left field.
Who will be joining the
Barone 's and Combs in the infield
is also still up in the air. First base .
for the past three seasons has been
occupied by Kirsten Lucas '04.
Lucas, who is also a power hitter,
has a tremendous amount of expe-
rience at first base. This year,
however, she is being challenged
for her starting position by
Lindsay Easton '07.
Second base is open and sever
al players are com-
peting for that
position. Diorio
returns to short
stop her final sea-
son, and Robinson
will most likely
continue at third
base. Natalie
Barone could also
see time at third
when not pitching.
The Scots are
very anxious to
begin their annual
trip to Florida and
get out of the gym at
the end of this week.
"The preseason
has been going
very well. Though
we are limited by
space in the gym,
we have had the
opportunity to see
live hitting, work on base run-
ning, and our defensive skills and
plays. At this point, we are all
anxious to get out of the gym and
onto to the field where we
belong," said Diorio.
Their first home game will be on
March 27 when they host Bethany.
"Maggie Combs, Angie
Barone and I have been on the
same team for approximately
seven years. We played on the
same summer traveling team
together in high school and here
at Wooster. This will be our last
year as teammates," said Diorio.
These three along with the
rest of the team would like to
make this a memorable season
that ends with a conference title
as the five seniors end their,
careers at Wooster. Come and
support them as the fight for the .
conference title. , . . -
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Men's basketball
return to NCAA 's
By Katie Lamoreau
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster men's
Basketball team showed their
rivals, Wittenberg University, one
of their best games all season
when they defeated the Tigers by a
29-poi- nt margin, 100-7- 1. The
game was a tremendous win for
the Fighting Scots, as they are now
the North Coast Athletic
Conference Men's Basketball
Champions, and will proceed to
the second round
of the NCAA
Division III tour-
nament, receiving
a bye for the first
round after beat-
ing Wittenberg.
The Fighting
Scots are currently
number six in the
nation according
to D3hoops.com,
and entered the
game at the num-
ber two seed in the
conference, hav-
ing lost only three
games all season.
"We played
with tremendous
lpr':
j it."-- '
1
Isaac Ward '05 seals the victory
(Courtesy of OPI). "
desire and with a great deal of
confidence," Coach Steve
Moore said. "It was an excellent
team effort."
The Fighting Scots started
early, hitting a flurry of three-pointe- rs
to keep the Tigers at
bay, leaving the half in the lead,
47-3- 0. The closest the Tigers
came to tying the game was late
in the first half, when they came
within six points of the Scots,
36-3- 0. But the Scots sealed the
game during the second half,
leading by as much as 37 points.
The final 29-poi- nt deficit was
the highest margin of defeat that
Wooster has ever handed
Wittenberg. "The feeling was great
to beat Wittenberg University on
their own floor," said Captain
Rodney Mitchell '04.
"I felt that the team perform-
ance was great, and everyone
played solid Wooster basketball,"
Captain PJ McCloud '04 said. "It
feels awesome to win the
Conference Championship and to
cut down the nets at their place."
Tom Port '06 led the team to
victory with 22 points, followed
closely by Blake Mealer '05 with
19 points. Port, Mealer and
Mitchell were chosen for the All-Nor- th
Coast Atlantic Conference
Tournament Team this week to
represent the College of Wooster.
The Fighting Scots will find
out later this week whether they
will face Postdam State or Penn
State-Behren- d. Regardless of
which team they will face, the
Scots will host
the game in the
T i m k e n
Gymnasium on
Sat u r day,
March 6, at
7 p.m.
"We do not
know much about
either school yet,"
said Ryan Snyder
'04 who sur-
passed the
school's record in
games played this
week, after play-
ing in his 116th
career game as a
Fighting Scot
"Since I have
- been here, we have always faced
very good teams in our first games,"
said Snyder
This will be the Scot's 15th
appearance in the NCAA tour-
nament, and their ninth in the
past ten years. They've gone 9-- 16
overall in NCAA tourna-
ment play. Last year was the
first time the Fighting Scots
made it to the Final Four,
where they finished in third
place. This year's team is opti-
mistic that they can compete in
the tournament. The team
appears to be coming together
at the right time.
"We are very excited about
the opportunity to continue our
season into March and play for
the National Championship."
said Coach Moore.
Should the Fighting Scots
make it through the next two
rounds of play, they will travel to
Salem, Virginia to play in the
finals during the weekend - of
March 19 to 20.
By Molly Rallo
.
Sports Editor
Intramural activities still prove
to be a success as kick-boxi- ng was
extended for eight more weeks,
table tennis' first tournament
played out well, and basketball
was wrapped up for the year.
Thanks to the help
of Intramural
Activities Director
Steve Moore and
student directors
Eric Seling '05,
Drew Emerson
'04 and Kathy
Powell '05, every-
thing has been
running smoothly.
Kick-boxin- g
was supposed to
I
wrap up on March
3, but due to an
j overwhelming
amount of letters
written to Athletic
Director Keith
Beckett and
Moore explaining
how much people
enjoyed it, they
decided to keep
the activity for
eight more weeks.
"Not only did -
people say they enjoyed it so
much, but many stated in their let-
ters that kick boxing was one of
the only intramural activities that
girls felt comfortable being in, so
Mr. Beckett and Coach Moore
decided to keep it, " said Powell.
On average, there are about 50
to 80 individuals that show up
each Monday and Wednesday
evening. Over the course of the
first eight weeks, there have been
close to 200 participants, and the
number is still growing.
Individuals are able to join any
time during this next eight weeks.
Table tennis had its first ever
tournament on Feb. 22 in the
multi-purpo- se gym, or "hot box,"
in the Armington Physical
Education Building. The tourna-
ment was organized in hopes that
more people would become
involved and change the pace of
things for a bit.
"The tournament proved to be a
success, but it wouldn't have run
so smoothly without the help of
Coach Brown. He had a lot to do
with the scheduling and setting up
the tournament," said Powell.
The tournament consisted of 17
individuals who were ready to
show their talents. It was a sin-
gles, round-robi- n tournament with
four different pools of four peo-
ple. The games were best of seven
going up to the score of II, having
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Andy Brinck '05 tries to sneak up from behind and steal the basketball
from the opposing team (Photo by Sajal Sthapit)..
to win by two. The one individual
who had the best record from each
pool remained alive and got to
move onto the championship.
Bryant Cameron '05, Andrew
Prusinski '06, Nick Young '05
and Mrinal Gurbaxani '04
proved themselves as the four
best individuals of their own
pools. Gurbaxani went unde-
feated in the championship
round, was declared champion
and won a "Tournament
Champion" t-s- hirt.
Intramural basketball also
proved to be a success with close
11
IM sports offer large variety
to 250 participants throughout the
three leagues. The leagues are
organized according to level of
play, the "A" league being the best.
There are seven teams in the A
league, eight teams in the B league,
and 15 teams in the C league.
The intramural regular season
just came to an end, but the top
four teams
with the best
record in each
league get to
move onto
tournament
time, which
starts up after
spring break.
The 12 teams
who will be
moving onto
the tourna-
ment is up in .
the air
because the
committee is
in the process
of tallying up
the records
and scores.
"Overall,
this has been a
great basket-
ball regular
season and
I'm excited to
see the strong finish to the tourna-
ment. We are in the gym four
times a .Week, so anyone is wel-
come to come watch. Everyone
gets really excited about playing,
so it should be fun. Besides kick-boxin- g,
basketball has definitely
been an intramural highlight this
semester," said Seling.
If you are interested in play-
ing IM softball after spring
break, pick up a roster or check
for more information on the
Intramurals home website .a;:-http:athletics.wooster.eduin- tr
amurals.
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St. Joe's in a class of
By David Murray
Sports Editor
Saint Joseph's University mens
basketball is the David of college
basketball battling the Goliath's,
and like the myth St Joesph's is on
top. After finishing the regular sea-
son 27--0 and 16-- 0 in the Atlantic 10
Conference, St Joe's is on a plateau
by itself (but could be joined by
Stanford University which is 25-- 0
with two games remaining).
St. Joes' star Jameer Nelson
'04 scored 25 points as second-ranke- d
Saint Josephs easily
defeated St. Bonaventure 82-5- 0
in the Hawk's final home game
Tuesday night. The stage could
not have been more fitting for.
Nelson to finish the season unde-feafe- d
on Senior Night as earlier
in the week he learned he was
going to have his No. 14 retired
at the end of the season.
The Hawks are lead by the 5
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feet 11 inches Nelson who
impacts the game in every aspect
and is a nightmare for opposing
coaches. Nelson can single
handily beat teams with his
offensive prowess. He averages
20.2 points per game and is
shooting 49 percent from the
field and 40 percent from the
three point territory. If a team
manages to stifle Nelson on the
offensive end he is still danger-
ous with his precision passing
that is reflective in his average
of 5.4 assists. Nelson's domi-
nance is not concentrated solely
on offense; his average of three
steals per game helps the Hawks
get easy transition baskets. The
constant hounding of the oppos-
ing team's point guard disrupts
the opponent's game plan and
forces them into take bad shots.
Even though Nelson is the
focal point of the team he has a
strong supporting cast. There are
Ona Ona
tteYJal-Ma- rt Plaza
1208
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their own
four other players on the team
that are shooting better then 41
percent from three point land.
Delonte West '05 and Pat Carroll
'05 help pick up the slack on the
scoring end with their averages
of 18 and 10 points respectively.
Carroll is the team leader in three
point percentage with an average
of 46.2 percent.
One of the biggest criticism
about the legitimacy of St. Joe's
is focused oh their lack of tough
competition. In their first game
of the season the Hawks beat the
Gonzaga Bulldogs 73-6- 6. The
Bulldogs are currently ranked
fourth in the AP poll with . a
record of 25-- 2. St. Joe's traveled
out to Berkeley, California and
was able to defeat the California
Golden Bears 59-5- 2. The
Golden Bears are members of
the tough Pacific Ten conference
that is home to perennial
Stanford and the
University of Arizona Wildcats.
The Hawks have quality wins
over teams and even though the
Atlantic 10 is not as strong as
the power house conferences
such as the ACC, SEC, Big 12,
and Big East, it takes a team
with all the right pieces of the
puzzle in place to be able to run
the table and consistently play
impressive basketball.
Mens Lacrosse pummels
Guilford College 17--5 in
season opener
12
The Wooster Scots men 's lacrosse teamed opened up their sea
son in Greensboro, NC on Feb.
The Scots started off the game
Brendan Hayes '07 three goals.
four goals with the help of Chris Vaccaro '07 who ended with
three goals, while Ben Abbott '07 and Peter Tumbas '07 each fin-
ished with two a piece. Shawn Handy '06 and Mike McMasters
04 strutted their stuff on the field
for Handy and three more assists
scoring, Steve Burton '04 and Tom
goals. The Scots look ahead to
traight away games (Photo by
SPORTS DATA
Mens basketball beats rival Wittenberg Tigers 100-7- 1 to win the NCAC
Tournament Scots got a first round bye in the NCAA Division III Tournament.
TOT-F-G 3-P- T REBOUNDS
FG-FG- A FG-FG- A FT-FT- A OF DE TOT TP A
12 Rodney Mitchell 3-- 9 2-- 5 2-- 2 2 1 3 10 4
20 Kyle Witucky. 6-- 8 5-- 7 0-- 0 0 5 5 17 7
33 Tom Port 7-1- 1 4-- " 4-- 4 0 4 4 22 3
40 PJ McCloud....
.
2-- 3 1- -1 0-- 0 0 3 3 5 0
42 Blake Mealer. 8-- 13 1 2-- 2 4 5 9 19 2
10 Ryan Snyder. 5-- 5 2-- 2 0-- 0 I 2 3 12 4
14 Joe Agler. 0-- 0 0-- 0 5-- 6 0 0 0 5 0
22 Ryan Ridder. 0-- 1 0-- 1 0-- 0 0 2 2 0 0
24 Tim Vandervaart 0-- 1 0-- 1 0-- 0 Oil 01
.
30 Andy Van Horn 0-- 0 0-- 0 2-- 2 0 2 2 2 1
32 Justin Bradley. " 2-- 3 0-- 0 0-- 0 1 2 3 4 1
50 Jeff Stevens 0-- 0 0-- 0 0-- 0 0 0 0 0 0
52 Matt Schlingman .1-- 2 0-- 0 0-- 0 0 11 2 054 Isaac Ward .. 1-1- 0-0 0-- 0 0 0 0 2 0
TOTAL FG 1st Half: 17-2- 6 65.4 2nd Half: 18-3- 1 58.1 Game: 61.4
3-Pl-
FG 1st Half: 9-1- 3 69.2 2nd Half: 6-1- 4 42.9 Game: 55.6
FThrow 1st Half: 4-- 4 100 2nd Half: 1 1-- 12 91.7 Game: 93.8
Score by Periods 1st 2nd Total
College of Wooster. 47 53 - 100
Wittenberg University. 30 41 - 71
' W
29 with an impressive 17-- 5 win.
well with a six-poi- nt lead via
Hayes finished the game with
with two goals and four assists
for McMasters. To round out the
Canfield '04 both scored two
Spring Break when they plav four
OPI).
UPCOMING GAMES
Mens and Womens Indoor Track and
Field 'NCAC
Championships at Granville.
Ohio. All Day
Mens and Womens Indoor Track and
Field NCAC
Championships at Granville,
Ohio. All Day
NCAA Division III Tournament 2nd
Round Mens Basketball vs.
Potsdam State or Penn State- -
Behrend 7:00 p.m".
Mnrrl, 11.13th
Swimming and Diving NCAA
Division III Women's
Championships in
St. Peter's. Mo.
